Consumers have access to an ever-increasing inventory of video content choices as a result of technological innovations, more readily available broadband, new business plans, inexpensive high capacity storage and the Internet's ability to serve as a single medium for a variety of previously standalone services delivered via different channels. They increasingly have little tolerance for "appointment television" that limits access to a particular time, channel and device. Access to video content is becoming a matter of using one of several software-configured

INTRODUCTION
The ways to distribute video content to consumers have begun to diversify, as the Internet becomes an increasingly attractive option for delivering programming, and provides an alternative to broadcast, satellite and cable networks. Viewers no longer need to tolerate "appointment television," ' They no longer make 'appointments' to sit down and view content, and are no longer limited by TV programming schedules. They want content whenever and wherever they are.").
with access to content at a prescribed time, available on a single channel and delivered to a single receiving device using only one acceptable transmission format. Access primarily will become a matter of using one of several software-configured interfaces capable of decoding live and recorded content anytime, anywhere, to any device, and through many different transmission and presentation formats. 2 Diversifying business models for delivering video content assumes that consumers can and will use multiple platforms to augment or replace traditional media.
3 Such diversification also challenges existing legal and regulatory models that support different degrees of government oversight and content regulation based on assumptions about a specific medium. For radio and television broadcasters, the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") has imposed significant regulatory burdens based on assumptions that spectrum scarcity and the pervasiveness of the medium warrant mandatory and probably unprofitable public service obligations. 4 Even prior to receiving explicit statutory authority, the FCC regulated cable television operators, 
"The FCC needed a hook to assert jurisdiction over cable. To reach that goal, it used a two-step process. First, the Commission found that cable was within its primary statutory grant of authority under section 152(a) of the [Communications] Act, which allows the FCC to regulate 'all interstate and foreign communication by wire or radio.' Second, the FCC invoked section 303(r) of the Act, which allows the Commission to issue 'such rules and regulations and prescribe such restrictions and conditions, not inconsistent with law,' as 'public convenience, interest, or necessity requires.' The FCC also referenced section 154(i), which provides that ' [t] he Commission may perform any and all acts, make such the requirement that they deliver local broadcast signals but limit the number of "imported stations" outside the local market. The FCC constrained cable operators' programming freedom based on the assumption that without program carriage limitations, cable television viewing would fragment audiences and reduce broadcasters' ability to continue providing advertiser-supported service requiring no additional upfront payment from consumers. 6 The FCC can lawfully constrain and subordinate the First Amendment speaker rights of broadcasters and cable television operators based on court-approved balancing of the public and government interests on one hand, and that of media and conduit providers on the other hand. Generally, appellate courts have 6 See, e.g.,Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 647 (1994) (affirming FCC rules requiring cable operators to carry significantly viewed broadcast station signals) ("By preventing cable operators from refusing carriage to broadcast television stations, the must-carry rules ensure that broadcast television stations will retain a large enough potential audience to earn necessary advertising revenue-or, in the case of noncommercial broadcasters, sufficient viewer contributions-to maintain their continued operation. In so doing, the provisions are designed to guarantee the survival of a medium that has become a vital part of the Nation's communication system, and to ensure that every individual with a television set can obtain access to free television programming." (citations omitted)). 7 Marvin Ammori, First Amendment Architecture, WIS. L. REV. 1, 5-6 (2012) ("Courts routinely reject constitutional objections to government laws providing access to additional spaces beyond traditional public forums-both to physical and virtual spaces, on both public and private property. These spaces include shopping malls, phone networks, cable networks, and wireless networks, among others. Despite the standard model's guiding principle that government not interfere with speakers' decisions and respect their negative liberty, judicial doctrines have consistently permitted government interference to ensure affirmative access even to many spaces owned by private parties. The standard model must recognize doctrinal "exceptions" for regulating access-to phone systems, to broadcast systems, to cable systems, and to shopping malls-and different, sui generis exceptions applicable to each space." [t] he duty to provide, to any requesting telecommunications carrier for the provision of a telecommunications service, nondiscriminatory access to network elements on an unbundled basis at any technically feasible point on rates, terms, and conditions that are just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory in accordance with the terms and conditions of the agreement and the requirements of this section and section 252 of this title. An incumbent local exchange carrier shall provide such unbundled network elements in a manner that allows requesting carriers to combine such elements in order to provide such telecommunications service.").
other traditional public utilities providing electric, water, gas, sewage and other essential services.
Technological and marketplace convergences 13 in the communications industry have rendered, or soon will render, obsolete assumptions about how specific media operate and the rationales for applying discrete and mutually exclusive regulatory models. Content creators and packagers will no longer rely on channel-based distribution technologies to deliver content. 14 Today, the major [multichannel video programming distributors ("MVPDs")] offer hundreds of linear television channels, which are streams of programming that offer video programs on a specific channel at a specific time of day. Many MVPDs also offer thousands of non-linear videoon-demand ("VOD") programs, including pay-perview ("PPV") programs, which allow consumers to select and watch video programs whenever they request them.
Instead consumers increasingly expect to have access at their convenience and on more flexible terms and conditions: 15 The terms Internet Protocol Television ("IPTV") 16 13 Technological convergence refers to innovations that make it possible for a single medium to deliver several different types of content previously handled by separate networks. For example, the Internet's transmission of digital bitstreams makes it possible to handle voice, data, text and video content via a single network. Marketplace convergence refers to the ability of a single venture to offer a bundle of services previously offered by other companies. Comcast to position together in a sequence of channels all outlets of similar content, for example, news, when the company previously had opted to create such a "neighborhood" of some channels).
15
In re Annual Assessment of the Status of Competition in the Market for the Delivery of Video Programming, Fourteenth Report, 27 FCC Rcd. 8610, 8617 (2012).
16
IPTV offers consumers with broadband connections options to download video files or view video content on an immediate "real time" basis. In re Sky Angel U.S., LLC, 25 F.C.C.R. 3879, 3879 (2010) (emergency petition for temporary standstill). Some of the ("OTT") 17 refer to the ability of content creators and new or existing content distributors to provide consumers with access via broadband links in lieu of, or in addition to, traditional media. Currently content creators and distributors are experimenting with new options, having perhaps reluctantly acknowledged that the status quo cannot persist in light of proliferating consumer selfhelp opportunities, many of which violate copyright laws and make it possible for consumers to access premium content for free.
18
The Internet offers many legitimate, questionable and absolutely illegal opportunities to access both amateur and professional video content via the transmission of files for subsequent replay, through real time streaming of files and even the transmission of "live" programming, including pay-television sporting events. Consumers with access to high-speed broadband networks can launch applications and visit websites providing convenient techniques for acquiring movies and other premium content. Comcast, a major media venture, might seek to favor its own video content, or that of affiliates, the FCC sanctioned the company when it deliberately prevented certain broadband subscribers from downloading and sharing video files.
23
On appeal Comcast convinced a reviewing court that the FCC lacked direct statutory authority to regulate Comcast's information services. 24 Despite the potential for consumer harm, the court held that the FCC could not lawfully stretch its indirect authority to fashion a remedy.
25
A contentious debate has run for many years on the need for government oversight of Internet access and the imposition of nondiscrimination, network neutrality 26 obligations on Internet Service Providers ("ISPs"). (2004) ("In the Open System Interconnection ('OSI') model, layered network architecture for packet networks typically consists of seven layers: physical, data link, network, transport, session, presentation and application. The model calls for the independent operation of the layers, and supports the interaction of various applications and equipment that is designed to address separately each layer in a product offering. In the Transport Control Protocol ('TCP')-IP model, only four levels are used; link (combines OSI physical and data link levels), network, transport and application (combines OSI session, presentation and application levels). The functions supported at each layer are as follows: physical-represents electrical signaling, modulation, etc.; data link-moves packets (also called 'datagrams') between hosts based on a protocol such as Ethernet, Asynchronous Transfer Mode, frame relay; network-defines how data is routed between hosts over one or several networks, often based on IP; transport-establishes the connection between two hosts, creating a 'virtual' network, often based on TCP or Universal Datagram Protocol; session-controls the setup and termination of communications sessions; presentation-defines the format of the data exchanged (e.g., text, graphic); application-defines how applications communicate with each other over the network (e.g., e-mail) using various protocols."). Consumers must subscribe to fast, high capacity broadband services, because video service requires networks that can transmit content on an instantaneous "real time" basis. Even low quality video files, which are highly compressed and have comparatively lower resolution, require broadband networks that can deliver traffic at about one megabit per second or higher.
31
OTT can enhance the value proposition offered by ISPs as subscribers increase their video content downloading and uploading activity thanks to the synergistic and serendipitous opportunities available from broadband networking. Internet protocols support the loading, switching and routing of different kinds of traffic through the networks that interconnect to form the Internet cloud. 32 This means that Internet routers can handle video traffic in much the same way as they manage other less intensive bandwidth applications. So long as the networks providing bitstream transmission can handle higher capacity streams and files, they can provide a medium for the delivery of video. The term IPTV refers to the ability of the Internet, and specifically its Internet Protocol addressing scheme and its Transmission Control Protocol bitstream management formats, to provide broadband users with user-friendly ways to access video content. Many broadband subscribers of both wired and wireless services have discovered the benefit of using their subscriptions to access video. In doing so, these subscribers may substantially increase the total volume of content they download. Broadband carriers, particularly wireless operators, have become concerned that such downloading will trigger network congestion and exhaust existing capacity, requiring an ever growing investment in broadband plant.
34 By offering subscribers unmetered, "all you can eat" ("AYCE") service, broadband carriers have encouraged experimentation and access without regard to the operational and cost burdens incurred by ISPs. Now many broadband carriers have abandoned AYCE pricing and offer metered service at different monthly rates based on the amount of permissible content downloading. 35 than 100 million computers around the world using TCP/IP protocols. Along with the development of TCP/IP, the open network architecture of the Internet has the following characteristics or parameters: 1. Each distinct network stands on its own with its own specific environment and user requirements, notwithstanding the use of TCP/IP to connect to other parts of the Internet. Communications are not directed in a unilateral fashion. Rather, communications are routed throughout the Internet on a best efforts basis in which some packets of information may go through one series of computer networks and other packets of information go through a different permutation or combination of computer networks, with all of these information packets eventually arriving at their intended destination. 2. Black boxes, for lack of a better term, connect the various networks; these boxes are called "gateways" and "routers." The gateways and routers do not retain information but merely provide access and flow for the packets being transmitted. 3. There is no global control of the Internet.").
In lieu of tiered service, many ISPs invoke traffic 34 See Stacey Higginbotham, Spectrum Shortage Will Strike in 2013, GIGAOM (Feb. 17, 2010, 1:00 PM), http://gigaom.com/2010/02/17/analyst-spectrum-shortage-willstrike-in-2013 ("The demand for mobile broadband will surpass the spectrum available to meet it in mid-2013, according to Peter Rysavy, a wireless analyst. In a report on the looming spectrum crisis that was sponsored by Research in Motion for the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona, Rysavy explains how the demand for bandwidth-consuming services used by more and more people will lead to a crappy user experience, or heavyhanded pricing . . . and limitations on mobile application from carriers absent new spectrum allocations.").
35
See Brian Stelter, Sweeping Effects as Broadband Moves to Meters, N.Y. TIMES, June 26, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/27/business/media/internet-providerstesting-metered-plans-for-broadband.html ("The broadband era began with the expectation that Internet connections were like buffets-all you can eat, 24 hours a day. But users are now being prodded to think about how much they're consuming . . . . Usage-based billing is seen by some as a fairer alternative to broadband caps, a term most management necessity as justification for deliberately slowing down ("throttling") the delivery of traffic to subscribers exceeding a quota of permissible downloading volume. 36 Prior to the elimination of AYCE service, ISPs branded the highest volume subscribers "bandwidth hogs" in light of their potential to cause network congestion. ISPs consider these heavy users of broadband networks as a problem instead of an opportunity. While heavy demand for data service contributes to short term congestion and the need to increase transmission capacity, subscribers' expanded demand for broadband provides ISPs with the enviable long term opportunity to serve a growing market rather than one that has become static or declining.
OTT distribution includes two primary ways to deliver content: (1) the immediate, "real time" streaming of programs simultaneously available via other traditional media, such as satellite, cable and broadcast television; and (2) the streaming or downloading of files containing video content, some of which was initially available only from incumbent media outlets. Different commercial models have evolved to simulcast live content, download content and stream content without allowing consumers to store the file. Incumbents recognize the need to offer more convenient access, but they do not want to make it possible for nonsubscribers to access the content, or for subscribers to record and redistribute it. The controversy over First Amendment protection occurs when a video content provider also manages the delivery process using owned or acquired broadband capacity. When content and conduit combine, questions arise as to whether and how First Amendment protections apply to the blended service, or if it remains limited to the content. 39 contracts between channels and distributors and for new technology to check that viewers have paid their cable bills. And it takes something else: training. Viewers, after all, are not accustomed to being able to go online and see a library's worth of television on demand.").
Similarly Some IPTV ventures offer content only while others combine content and conduit in much the same manner as cable television operators. Content-only IPTV ventures require users to secure a broadband pathway to the content using the broadband facilities of one or more ISPs. The combination of content and conduit occurs seamlessly, but different companies participate. For example, a subscriber to the Netflix movie streaming service secures two necessary subscriptions-one with Netflix for access to content and one with a retail ISP that provides access to and from the Internet cloud. 48 Upstream from the retail ISP, additional ventures provide the link to Netflix. Some of these carriers operate as Content Distribution Networks ("CDNs") that have agreed to provide downstream delivery of content from Netflix directly to the retail ISP that delivers the streaming content to a subscriber. In some instances Netflix's CDN interconnects with one or more ISPs before the traffic reaches the retail ISP making the final link to a viewer. , http://www.bna.com/verizon-first-amendment-n17179872014 (discussing implications pending Verizon case, indicating that "[i]f the court agrees with Verizon, the FCC rules would be repealed, and every company that provides a pipeline through which consumers gain access to the internet, including Verizon, would be free to block websites for objecting to efforts by the FCC to impose network neutrality requirements in addition to invoking the Comcast case precedent. More broadly they support the premise that the FCC should impose no regulations whatsoever. By subordinating the conduit function and emphasizing the speaker function, ISPs seek to maintain or broaden their unregulated status as either information service providers, First Amendment speakers, or both.
This two-track strategy may prevail, despite significant deficiencies. While an appellate court did reverse the FCC when it attempted to sanction Comcast, 51 another panel in the very same court affirmed the Commission's imposition of interconnection obligations on wireless carriers providing information services. In Cellco Partnership v. FCC, 52 the court accepted the FCC's rationale that it could regulate aspects of how wireless carriers provide data service.
53
The FCC ordered all cellular radiotelephone companies to interconnect their wireless data networking capabilities, so that users temporarily located outside their home service territory could continue to access Internet services. 54 Previously, the FCC had ordered these companies to provide voice telephone service to such "roaming" users so that these visitors would continue to make and receive calls. telecommunications services.
56
The duty to interconnect with other carriers constitutes one of the basic nondiscrimination and accessibility requirements contained in Title II of the Communications Act.
57
On the other hand cellphone company provision of wireless broadband data services does not trigger Title II FCC regulatory authority because the Commission determined that such an undertaking constitutes an information service. 58 The court deferred to the FCC's expertise and ability to differentiate between common carrier responsibilities and what one could call quasi-common carrier responsibilities that impose a duty to deal: "[C]ommon carriage is not all or nothing-there is a gray area in which although a given regulation might be applied to common carriers, the obligations imposed are not common carriage per se." Notwithstanding the FCC's clear inability to impose Title II common carrier responsibilities, the court accepted the FCC's assertion that compulsory roaming service was reasonable and did not constitute the unlawful imposition of a common carrier responsibility when it applies to wireless data service. 59 The court noted that the FCC had not required the wireless carriers to offer roaming access on a uniform basis. Instead the FCC required only that the carriers negotiate "commercially reasonable" agreements that could take into consideration specific circumstances presented by each roaming access request, including the possibility of not having to provide service if technically infeasible. Cellco P'ship, 700 F.3d at 538.
59
Id. at 547.
60
Id. at 537 ("[A]lthough the rule bears some marks of common carriage, we defer to the Commission's determination that the rule imposes no common carrier obligations on mobile-internet providers.").
The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals appears comfortable with the application of different Titles of the Communications Act to a single carrier when it provides different services resulting in "a bifurcated regulatory scheme." 61 The FCC has evidenced less comfort in subjecting a single venture to varying degrees of regulatory oversight.
62
III. EVOLVING TRENDS IN VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
The Commission may have concluded that any and all retail broadband service qualifies as an information service based on its disinclination to make a nuanced decision whether and how to impose narrow requirements such as data roaming. Now having made such a decision and having received judicial approval, the FCC might have a renewed inclination to expand selectively its regulatory wingspan.
Consumers now have added flexibility and choices made possible by the evolution of three content display devices. In addition to the conventional television set, which delivers one of many channels in sequence, computer monitors, wireless smartphones, and tablets offer a second, third, and fourth screen. These devices can display Internet-based content along with additional or duplicative content packaged by the carriers providing broadband access. Consumers appear willing to tolerate significant difference in the visual and audio quality of service when viewed on different sized screens. They also appear "technology agnostic" regarding which medium delivers the content.
Consumers have become less tolerant of attempts by content distributors, in particular, to restrict access from alternative, nonincumbent platforms. Many appear to have few qualms about accessing content that may violate copyright laws. A significant percentage of early adopters of new video access platforms may pursue illegal self-help options should content creators and 61
Id. at 538.
62
In re Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service, 13 F.C.C.R. 11501, 11522 (1998) (report to Congress). distributors opt to reduce opportunities to access highly desirable, "must see" television. 63 In conjunction with expanded display options, three models for video access have evolved:
(1)Illegal, copyright infringing access to content via efficient peer-to-peer file transfer, or other direct links, as well as real time streaming of video content files and live television;
(2) New, lawful access to live television or video files via new intermediaries such as Amazon, Apple, Hulu, Netflix, Roku and YouTube; 64 (3) Efforts by incumbent broadcasters, broadcast networks, Direct Broadcast Satellite operators and cable television systems to offer new "television everywhere" options that provide additional access options to conventional appointment television and programmed recording of content.
and
In the transition to platform-delivered content access incumbents and market entrants will compete for audiences. Market entrants will provide new, more flexible options that in turn will force incumbents to provide greater value and access options lest they lose market share. Heretofore content creators have explored new distribution options without abandoning traditional channels.
Currently successful content creators appreciate that the status quo has generated substantial returns, largely because the models lock in and guarantee predictable, recurring payments from consumers. For example, the cable and 63
See Frequently Asked Questions (and Answers) about Piracy or Copyright
Infringement, CHILLING EFFECTS, http://chillingeffects.org/piracy/faq.cgi (last visited Nov. 15, 2013) ("Digital technology allows perfect copies and easy distribution of some works. That makes it easier for people to make and get copies of songs or videogames, and more difficult for copyright holders (record companies, etc.) to control the works once they are released to the public. This new technology has changed the way content distributors relate with their customers, and law and business models are just trying to catch up."). satellite television model requires monthly subscription payments from subscribers who receive many channels, not all of which any single subscriber would want. By aggregating channels and prohibiting subscribers from choosing which individual channels they want on an individual, "à la carte" basis, 65 cable television operators can accrue higher revenues for more costly service tiers that package both desirable and unwanted channels. Sources of content appreciate that the aggregate revenues from an entire population of video subscribers will exceed the higher payments from a smaller subset of that population who select a specific channel of content. For example, ESPN likely accrues more revenue from a smaller per-subscriber payment applicable to every cable and satellite subscriber than from a higher per-subscriber payment applicable only to à la carte subscribers who specify the desire to receive ESPN. Similarly, even lightly viewed networks can impose small monthly fees for all subscribers purchasing a tier of programming comprising dozens of channels.
66
Incumbent content creators and distributors appreciate that new distribution platforms can offer additional revenue generating opportunities. However, the potential exists for these options not to accrue added revenues in light of the need to enhance the value proposition of monthly content subscriptions by offering greater flexibility for accessing and replaying content. In the worst case scenario, a significant number of viewers can find ways to access content-even premium, pay per view offerings-at little or no cost, because an unauthorized party has pirated the content. With lower cost or free access to desirable content, consumers may become more inclined to "cut the cord" and abandon subscriptions with existing intermediaries.
Incumbent distributors such as DBS and cable television operators risk "disintermediation," that is, elimination as middlemen in a chain of distribution if OTT and other access options offer a better value proposition for access to desired content. Even if new distribution options impose pay-per-view charges, or monthly subscription rates, consumers might have available new, à la carte options that provide access to desired content with a much lower total out of pocket cost. The loss of access to even many channels may not matter if consumers had little interest in much of the content included in a package of channels. Accordingly incumbent video distribution operators may have to respond to new access options with efforts to enhance the value proposition of their monthly and sizeable subscription charges based on an unmetered AYCE model. Content creators may financially benefit from new distribution options and windows of availability, particularly if they achieve greater control over access and do not have to share as much revenue with distribution partners. However, the greater risk of piracy and strained relationships with long standing distribution partners, such as DBS and cable television, also motivate content creators to experiment cautiously. 67 
IV. ILLEGAL, COPYRIGHT INFRINGING MODELS
The earliest video content access opportunities resulted from an adaptation of existing peer-to-peer file sharing techniques such as BitTorrent that started as music sharing sites. Because file sharing software and the Internet generally make no distinction between file types, users found it easy to add video files. Similarly, Internet protocols support the "real time" delivery of video programming as well as the downloading of video content files. 68 A variety of websites currently offer lawful and legally suspect, "simulcast" access to live television, including premium channels.
69
Absent a license to redistribute video content and the expected agreement to compensate the copyright holder, these sites violate the intellectual property of content creators and distributors. Ample case law supports the conclusion that web-based providers of access to content can be held secondarily liable for copyright infringement even though the software and Internet-routing used directly links the source of the content to the recipient. 70 Intermediaries that knowingly facilitate or induce copyright infringement bear the legal responsibility for damages caused by others. This means that web-based sites that help promote infringement will be deemed legally responsible for the financial damages resulting from the distribution of file sharing software and from offering a web-based platform for access to sources of copyright infringing content.
IPTV techniques and much of the currently available OTT content promote copyright infringement, largely because relatively few content providers and distributors have authorized access through nontraditional media. Rather than considering alternative distribution as a possible source of supplemental income, incumbents initially concluded that these new options largely promoted piracy without any upside financial opportunities.
V. NEW IPTV INTERMEDIARIES
Incumbents subsequently reconsidered the conclusion that they should try to thwart IPTV by refusing to offer content access alternatives. New and legal IPTV options, such as YouTube, gained traction and visibility thereby demonstrating that even amateur video could generate substantial audiences. Content sources have cautiously and incrementally explored directly distributing their content via their own branded sites or via new intermediaries such as Amazon, Apple, Hulu, Netflix, Roku and YouTube.
72
Most broadcast networks and many cable/satellite networks now consider the web as offering an opportunity to reach more viewers, thereby generating higher market penetration and advertising revenues. These content sources typically provide access after initial distribution via traditional media outlets so that consumers do not abandon or regularly substitute traditional distribution intermediaries. Digital Rights Management refers to the use of technological tools by copyright owners and distributors to regulate the uses of their works, and in particular to restrict or prohibit copying.
However, content creators can only go so far in their exploration because of existing and highly lucrative distribution contracts with incumbent media. While it might appear enticing to eliminate "middlemen" intermediaries, the proliferation of new ones evidences resiliency and continuing viability of this model. Content sources will have to calibrate closely the blend of access options they offer directly, via incumbent outlets and via new intermediaries.
VI. DIVERGING INCENTIVES AND INCREASED RISKS
Before the onset of new and experimental content distribution models, content creators and distributors had established a mutually beneficial model. This model consisted of setting up several sequential windows of access based on the time since initial release, and the willingness of consumers to pay for access. Movies followed a predictable track with initial access solely in theaters, followed by pay-per-view and other premium channel access, followed by release of a Digital Video Disk (DVD), after which the content becomes less a lure for direct payments from consumers and more an advertiser supported attraction with content typically available first on premium cable/DBS networks and subsequently on non-premium, basic tier networks, followed even later in time by broadcast television.
Cable programming has been tiered into categories of content access with premium content, such as movies and high budget original programming, located on higher cost tiers, offered as a stand-alone premium channel, or even pay-per-view access. New distribution models provide consumers with access to some premium content earlier in time on an à la carte, pay-per-view basis. Additionally some content creators have opted to provide access to even premium content, via new access platforms operated by incumbent distributors, or upon proof that the consumer has already paid for a subscription, for example, to a cable television operator.
Video program creators see new distribution platforms as possibly offering new revenue growth opportunities and greater market penetration. However, content creators must operate with caution so that they do not lose control over access to their product and also do not harm revenue stream flowing to traditional distribution partners. If a content creator decides to serve consumers directly via new distribution platforms, incumbent distributors might attempt to retaliate by favoring other content sources.
Content distributors want to maintain the highly profitable status quo, but the traditional locked-down, largely one-way distribution model based on their status as unavoidable intermediaries appears unsustainable in light of new options available to consumers. Incumbents have reluctantly concluded that they must provide greater access flexibility to subscribers, including the opportunity to watch the same content multiple times without additional payment. Incumbent video distributors so far do not seem to think it imperative to offer vastly more content in addition to greater flexibility in accessing existing content. With the exception of a new cable television network managed by talk show host Oprah Winfrey, 75 the industry has not introduced many new networks in the last few years. Likewise, all of the top twenty networks, in terms of number of subscribers, entered the market years ago.
76
As new access options provide both flexibility and more content, incumbents might recognize the need to increase options, despite having previously assumed that they need only serve as the gateway to designated must-see television. Consumers are questioning in growing numbers a subscription model that regularly increases monthly rates well above measures of overall cost of living. Cable and DBS operators may have grown complacent in that an AYCE model can remain dominant, because consumers heretofore lacked options that offered the combination of must see and niche content. Now the Internet operates as a medium for access to much of the same must-see television along with often free access to niche content.
VII. EFFECTS ON CONSUMERS
Consumers stand to benefit from proliferating video content access opportunities, with two caveats. First, the options cannot subvert existing and new payment models by offering free access to pirated content. Second, incumbents should not be able to collude with an eye toward preventing consumers from enjoying lawful alternative access opportunities. We can expect incumbent cable and satellite carriers to pressure content creators not to pursue options that eliminate them as intermediaries, whether through direct access, or through replacement intermediaries. Likewise, the possibility exists that incumbent intermediaries and content sources may seek to use new digital rights management techniques to reduce the opportunities subscribers have to copy and share content even in lawful ways. 77 The concept of fair use refers to the ability of consumers, under specific and limited circumstances, to reproduce and share copyrighted content.
The copyright laws of many nations provide opportunities for copying and sharing content on a limited basis without liability for infringement. The limits to fair use emphasize that social benefits accrue from limited copying without significant financial harm to the content creator. Some of the technological innovations that make it possible to track consumers' wants, needs and desires also provide ways to identify and block fair use opportunities. One such technology called deep packet inspection ("DPI") provides a way to identify the nature and type of content a specific subscriber is accessing.
79
The power to track usage by subscribers can combine with the ability to block such access immediately. 80 Fair use typically involves copying first and defending the copying later in court. With DPI, content creators and distributors can block first and never have to pursue a judicial remedy. This means that even instances of fair use cannot occur because a carrier or content creator has opted to use techniques that block suspicious activity, regardless of whether it turns out to be an instance of fair use instead of piracy.
VIII. EFFECT ON EXISTING MEDIA-SPECIFIC LEGAL AND REGULATORY MODELS
Technological and marketplace convergences make it possible for the Internet to become the single, preferred medium for the delivery of information, communications and entertainment ("ICE") services to consumers. Both incumbent and market entrants have the opportunity to accrue economies of scale and scope and to increase their size, revenue and profitability by using the Internet cloud as a medium for delivering content to television sets, computer monitors, tablets and smartphone screens. The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia recently evidenced an appreciation that a single carrier can offer two or more services triggering different regulatory classifications. In Cellco Partnership, the court affirmed the FCC's requirement that wireless carriers must provide "data roaming" Internet access to temporary visitors. Cellco P'ship v. FCC, 700 F.3d 534 (D.C. Cir. 2012). To achieve such access the FCC required all carriers to negotiate commercial interconnection agreements if technologically feasible, despite the fact that the FCC had classified Internet access as an information service not subject to Title II common carrier regulation. Id. at 535. The court expressed appreciation that some services combine features and characteristics: "[C]ommon carriage is not all or nothing-there is a grey area in which although a given regulation might be applied to common carriers, the obligations imposed are not common carriage per se." Id. at 547.
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Information service is defined as:
[T]he offering of a capability for generating, acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making available telecommunications networks provide the transmission needed to link subscribers in many geographical locations with content and services located elsewhere.
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ISPs qualify for largely unregulated status based mainly on the view that government has no legal basis for regulating the content traversing the various networks that make up the Internet. Additionally, Congress and the FCC assume ISPs operate in a robustly competitive marketplace, or alternatively that these information via telecommunications, and includes electronic publishing, but does not include any use of any such capability for the management, control, or operation of a telecommunications system or the management of a telecommunications service. 47 U.S.C. § 153(20) (2010 ' and not a 'telecommunications service.' As stated above, the Act defines telecommunications service as 'the offering of telecommunications for a fee directly to the public, or to such classes of users as to be effectively available directly to the public, regardless of the facilities used.' Thus, whether a telecommunications service is being provided turns on what the entity is 'offering . . . to the public,' and customers' understanding of that service. End users subscribing to wireline broadband Internet access service expect to receive (and pay for) a finished, functionally integrated service that provides access to the Internet. End users do not expect to receive (or pay for) two distinct services-both Internet access service and a distinct transmission service, for example. Thus, the transmission capability is part and parcel of, and integral to, the Internet access service capabilities. Accordingly, we conclude that wireline broadband Internet access service does not include the provision of a telecommunications service to the end user irrespective of how the service provider may decide to offer the transmission component to other service providers."); see also ventures do not provide essential public utility service necessitating heavy-handed regulatory oversight to ensure fair and nondiscriminatory access to these services at reasonable prices. Under either scenario, the FCC must have assumed that it would not need to resolve interconnection disputes between Internetventures, or to remedy anticompetitive practices of an ISP. The FCC's confidence in a self-regulating Internet has proven unjustified, because the Commission has received complaints about predatory and discriminatory practices for which it lacks a direct statutory basis to remedy.
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Courts have allowed the Commission to regulate VoIP telephone service alternatives, Having deemed the Internet as worthy of deregulation as an information service, the FCC cannot subsequently re-regulate it, absent judicial deference or new legislation. 88 but not to sanction Comcast for what appeared to be an anticompetitive practice. In the former, the FCC successfully invoked the need to maintain regulatory parity between legacy telephone service and VoIP, without even having to specify that VoIP constitutes a telecommunications service. 90 In the latter, the FCC abandoned direct statutory authority to regulate Internet-based services by determining that all broadband services qualify for a "safe harbor" from regulation as information services. 91 Convergence and the ascendency of the Internet make it certain that a single venture will offer both regulated telecommunications services and largely unregulated information services, possibly combined into a hybrid or composite. For example, wireless carriers provide subscribers with the option of using their handsets for basic voice telephone service, a telecommunications service, but also to access the Internet, an information service. Many subscribers quickly and frequently toggle between both services, yet the FCC has made no effort to respond to this reality. The Commission continues to treat voice and data services as separate, despite the fact that the same carrier provides both.
The FCC and courts should explicitly recognize that single ventures could provide an array of different services that trigger different regulatory classifications and First Amendment protection. Failing to do so means that a venture can try to invoke a single classification that accrues the best regulatory and marketplace posture, with the option of changing that election at any time. For example, an ISP can claim to operate as a First Amendment speaker, entitled to robust insulation from government intrusion, but then change its posture to neutral conduit if doing so qualifies it for even better entitlements, for example, safe harbor exemption from liability for subscribers' copyright infringement, or other harmful activities including defamation.
IX. RECOMMENDATIONS
Ideally Congress should amend the Communications Act of 1934 to establish the conditions under which the FCC would have jurisdiction to resolve complaints and to remedy anticompetitive practices.
Convergent services using the Internet do not sufficiently track any of the existing broadcasting, telecommunications and video services. Accordingly a new Title for Internet Services should specify that the FCC has statutory authority to intervene when commercial negotiations cannot resolve interconnection and other disputes among ventures and when competition proves unsustainable to prevent anticompetitive practices.
This Title should reverse the FCC's conclusion that any and all Internet services constitute information services by explicitly acknowledging that limited regulatory safeguards are necessary. Specifically, the Title should ensure that carriers providing the telecommunications link between end users and the sources of content and software are subject to FCC oversight to ensure that their commercially negotiated interconnection terms and conditions for service are transparent and nondiscriminatory. This Title should not mandate common carriage, but put private carriers on notice that they cannot impose non-neutral rules and access conditions that have the effect of retarding competition and robust access.
The new Internet Services Title should explicitly state that the limited regulatory safeguards created do not extend to ventures that acquire or lease transmission capacity on top of which they add services, applications and software. This Title should provide no basis for regulating content, or the protocols and operating standards Internet ventures use to manage their networks. Likewise the Title should mandate network neutrality only to the extent needed to prevent ISPs from deliberately throttling, delaying or blocking traffic that causes no harm even as it might compete with services provided by the ISP or an affiliate. The vast majority of instances where the FCC should intervene should result from a complaint about the terms and conditions under which two or more ISPs interconnect lines and facilities.
